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the new pricing structure also introduced the possibility of office 365 for individual (office
2019 plus apps only) and office 365 for small business (with office 365 home, office 365 home

for students, office 365 education and office 365 business). freeoffice 2019 site license
activator also allows users to add their website or on premises mailboxes to office 365. with
the new office 365 pricing, licensing of office 2019 is free of charge for consumers but the

new plus apps licensing begins from $6.02 per user per month for office 365 home and office
365 for small business for personal users and $12.02 per user per month for office 365 home

and office 365 for small business for business accounts. the costs increase to $16.04 and
$21.02 per user per month for enterprise customers in the same scenarios respectively.

licensing in office 365 allows you to control the user’s access to the service, such as accessing
microsoft services, downloading and installing additional components, or allowing an end user

to use a specific application. if you’re an enterprise customer, you can also use the site
licensing service to manage your corporate users to make sure they have access to the
updated files. if your company allows them, you can use microsoft 365 apps to host and

distribute any apps, including updates to those apps. the new service, microsoft 365 apps for
business, is an updated version of office 365 apps to provide additional apps, business tools,
and more. you can also download office productivity tools for office 365 enterprise to find and
install the popular missing add-ins you may require for your organization. in addition, you can

track and manage usage of content across office 365 and office on-premises solutions with
microsoft 365 for enterprise.
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every office license is associated with a product key. this is a
unique, alphanumeric string of 26 letters and numbers. this is
the key to enable and install a new copy of office. the product
key can be installed using the office deployment tool (see the

appendix below).  the product key is set when office is
installed and defined as part of the office license. when you

install a copy of office, you select a product key from the
dropdown box. the product key is also associated with your

office username. after office installation and assigning a
product key to your office license, it needs to activate the

license and install the first time you start a new instance of
office. in some case, this happens automatically if you start
office for the first time, but sometimes it needs a little help.
however, for example, in case you have multiple licenses
activated, you need to uninstall one of them to be able to

install the second one. to uninstall the first license, simply go
to the start menu and select “uninstall a program”. after

selecting “uninstall a program”, the office uninstaller shows
all the products installed on the system that have been

activated. simply select the product to uninstall, and it will
ask you for confirmation, then it will be removed from the

system. if you have office activation enabled, and would like
to install without first activating your license, you can use the
“uninstall a program” tool to remove the office program that
is currently activated. this will trigger the activation process.

if you do not require the use of named user license
agreements, you can opt to activate a license using a serial

number. this method does not require microsoft product
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serial keys and is the default option for cloud service
activation.to install a serial number for an app, follow these

steps: 5ec8ef588b
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